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FurFurybornyborn
by Claire Legrand
Rielle may prove to be one of the
Prophesized Queens, if she survives
the trials, and a thousand years later
bounty hunter Eliana helps a girl who
could be the answer to the prophecy

Divine rivDivine rivals : a noals : a novvelel
by Rebecca Ross
When 18-year-old journalist Iris
Winnow's personal letters fall into the
hands of her rival at the paper, she
forges a magical connection that
follows her into the battle for her
family, the fate of humankind, and
love. 150,000 first printing.

Simultaneous eBook.

Serpent & doSerpent & dovvee
by Shelby Mahurin
In a world where witches are hunted
by the church, Louise le Blanc, who
fled her coven for the city of Cesarine,
is forced into marriage with Reid
Diggory, a church huntsman

CarCaraavvalal
by Stephanie Garber
Believing that she will never be
allowed to participate in the annual
Caraval performance when her
ruthless father arranges her marriage,
Scarlett receives the invitation she
has always dreamed of before her
sister, Tella, is kidnapped by the

show's mastermind organizer

An ember in the ashesAn ember in the ashes
by Sabaa Tahir
When her brother is arrested for
treason, Laia goes undercover as a
slave at the empire's greatest military
academy in exchange for the
assistance of rebel Scholars in saving
him from execution

Six crimson crSix crimson cranesanes
by Elizabeth Lim
The exiled Princess Shiori must
unravel the curse that turned her six
brothers into cranes, and she is
assisted by her spurned betrothed, a
capricious dragon, and a paper bird
brought to life by her own magic

SeasparroSeasparroww
by Kristin Cashore
"Shipwrecked far north of the Royal
Continent, the survivors must endure
a harrowing trek back to Monsea
during which Hava has some
mysteries to solve while trying to
decide who she wants to be in the
new world her sister, Queen

Bitterblue, will build. Simultaneous eBook."

TThe Kingdom ohe Kingdom of Backf Back
by Marie Lu
Forbidden by 18th-century
restrictions to pursue her dream of
becoming a composer, the musically
gifted older sister of Wolfgang Mozart
risks everything she cares about by
accepting an irresistible offer from a
mysterious stranger. By the best-

selling author of the Legend series. Simultaneous
eBook.
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